
THE CASE FOR CREATIVE WATER:

BY DAVID KEIM

SWIMMING POOLS HAVE BEEN A
PART OF TIMESHARE RESORTS SINCE
THEIR INCEPTION. TYPICALLY, A 20-BY 

40-FOOT RECTANGLE OR KIDNEY-SHAPED 
POOL WITH A SMALL WADING POOL WAS 
THE STANDARD FARE AT THE MAJORITY OF 
RESORT PROPERTIES. WHILE THIS MAY HAVE
FIT THE BILL IN THE PAST, TODAY’S MULTI-
GENERATIONAL FAMILIES ARE DEMANDING 
MORE FROM THEIR VACATION EXPERIENCE.

Around the world, popular resort 
destinations are proving that adding 
“creative water” components can add 
to your bottom line. To see evidence of 
this, take a look at the cruise industry. 
Nothing makes this case more clear 
than the large number of cruise lines 
that have added—and continue to 
add—significant water amenities to 
their ships and destination ports-of-
call. Combine this with the increasing 

number of resorts that are including 
indoor waterparks or major aquatic 
elements to their amenity mix, and it 
becomes very apparent that water is a 
key driver of sales and revenues.

Research has shown that children 
and teens have a great deal of 
influence when it comes to selecting 
family vacation destinations. If 
your resort lacks the creative water 
amenities to attract this important 
demographic, your property may be 
falling short of the expectations of 
one of today’s key resort clientele. 
And while many think the addition 
of a major waterpark component or 
the development of interesting and 
entertaining water features requires 
a major investment, creative water 
doesn’t need to break the bank or look 
like a typical commercial waterpark.

Successful properties all around 
the country—such as Massanutten 
Resort in Virginia, Wilderness Resorts 
in Tennessee, Silverleaf ’s Villages 
in Texas, and Boyne Mountain in 
Michigan—have all recognized the 
value that creative water can bring 
to a timeshare resort property as a 
destination draw and as a revenue-
generating attraction. Implementing 
water amenities have a major impact 
not only on initial sales but also on 
resale and rental potential. Indoor 
parks in northern latitudes can create 
year-round appeal, turning a resort 
into a 365-day vacation destination 
and increasing the value of those 
traditionally non-peak weeks. And by 
properly positioning food & beverage 
and retail outlets in and around water 
features, you can significantly increase 
on-property spending and revenue-
generating opportunities.
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HOW IT HELPS YOUR RESORT’S BOTTOM LINE



BEHIND THE SCENES
Where many developers may 

start their research by immediately 
investigating what product offerings 
are available, the project should really 
start with a much further step back. 
As a first step, careful planning and 
attention to detail will help ensure 
that any water amenity project is 
successful. While “attractive and 
exciting” may appeal to clients from 
a visual perspective, from a business 
perspective goes much deeper. Any 
water project should have a clearly 
defined business goal in mind.

For where slides, rides, and exciting 
attractions are all very important, in 
the beginning of the planning process, 
it’s critical to put the glitz aside and 
sketch a clear idea of what your goals 
are for this project. Do you want 
to increase unit sales or off-season 
rentals? Do you want to increase 
off-season rates or introduce families 
to your property? Perhaps the goal is 
to do all the above and then some! 
Once a clear goal for the project has 
been determined, the planning and 
design of your features can begin. And 
whether your business model calls for 

the addition of a major waterpark or 
simply adding some interesting water 
features, the process is the same—
address the business first and then the 
design to match those goals.

Careful planning and attention to 
detail will result in a water environment 
that fits with and enhances the look 
and feel of your property. While 
waterslides may be a component in 
many popular amenities, they do not 
need to be overwhelming in either cost 
or visual impact to the resort. Including 
interesting water features—such as 
lazy rivers, action rivers, adventure 
pads, “the ole swimmin’ hole,” or a 
shallow entry wave lagoon—can add 
tremendous value and appeal to the 
overall look and feel of your resort. 
Specialty features, such as themed 
hot tubs, play structures, or a surf 
simulator for teens adds a “pop!” 
factor to a property.

Creative water environments 
are all about creating a fun and 
memorable experience for your guests. 
A key component to achieving that 
experience, often overlooked in the 
planning stage, is what we like to call 

the “background effects”. While not 
directly related to the water amenity 
itself, the design, placement, and 
operation of these activities directly 
affect your guests’ experience and the 
overall success of your investment. 
Budget considerations, site selection, 
utilities, trash collection and removal, 
parking, guest access and flow, 
and a host of other items must be 
properly planned to insure that your 
investment in water accomplishes its 
goal. Placement of food and beverage 
outlets, towel pick-up and return, 
lockers, restrooms and changing 
areas are critical to maximizing guest 
experience and revenue.

In today’s increasingly competitive 
market, your guests are demanding 
more and more for their vacation 
dollars. Creative water, done right, can 
deliver the experience today’s travelers 
want and increase the appeal and 
value of your property. When thinking 
about ways to attract new customers, 
increase length of stay, and bring in 
additional revenue, creative water 
deserves to be near the top of your 
to-do list.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
518.783.0038

sales@aquaticgroup.com
13 Green Mountain Dr

Cohoes, NY 12047

Aquatic Development Group, Inc. (ADG) has been designing and building waterparks since the concept first arrived on 
the shores of North America back in the 1970’s and has built more indoor and outdoor mountainside waterparks than 
any other company in the U.S.   Led by a CEO who is a ski resort owner himself, ADG brings over 50 years of experience 
in design, development and construction to the mountainside resort industry. You get a team of experts with firsthand 
industry knowledge dedicated to creating unique, revenue-generating attractions that are designed to fit your mountain, 
your brand and your terrain.  ADG’s vertical integration and unique InDepthTM approach allows our designers and 
engineers to provide you with complete turnkey service for a design/build project, whether for a full waterpark, Waterfront 
addition or mountain coaster or slide. No other company has the ability to deliver revenue-generating attractions from 
concept to completion like ADG.
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